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Comprehensive business alliance agreement was concluded 

between cryptomall ou which operates "cryptomall", a social 

contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall and 

FCoinJP, Ltd., which is the operator of the Japanese version of 

the world’s 2nd largest cryptocurrency exchange! 
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On Thursday, April 25, 2019, a comprehensive business alliance agreement was 

concluded between cryptomall ou which operates "cryptomall", a social 

contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall and FCoinJP, Ltd., which 

is the operator of the Japanese version of the world’s 2nd largest cryptocurrency 

exchange! 
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Aim of the aliiance 

 

cryptomall ou is operating “cryptomall” shopping mall dedicated to cryptocurrencies that 

sells  only "genuine" products to eradicate "fake” and imitated products". In addition, 

“cryptomall” handles over 1 million products which is the largest assortment among the 

crypto currency dedicated shopping malls. 

 

"FCoinJ” (Fcoin Japan)” is a platform for the Japanese community of "FCoin (Fcoin)", which 

ranks the second in the cryptocurrency transaction volume ranking (trade volume per day:  

271.0 billion yen). 

 

Source: Coin Market Cap, April 25, 2019 

https://coinmarketcap.com/ 

 

 

“FCoin (F-Coin)” pioneered a groundbreaking business model of receiving mining rewards 

by cryptocurrency exchanges. It was established in June 2018, and it took only two weeks to 

achieve the world’s largest trading volume (750 billion yen). 

 

※ The average trading volume by the 3 world’s largest cryptocurrency exchanges is about 

150 billion yen 

 

↓↓The official website of FCoin↓↓ 

https://www.fcoin.com/ 

 

 

Source: Coin Market Cap, April 25, 2019 

https://coinmarketcap.com/rankings/exchanges/ 

 

“FCoinJP,” a platform for the Japanese community of “FCoin (F-Coin)” that surpasses such 

three major cryptocurrency exchanges, publicized that the target of “FCoinJP (F-Coin 

Japan)” is to achieve “180 billion yen” in  3 inauguration dates, but achieved the targetl in 

just 133 minutes. It is a cryptocurrency exchange drawing hot attentions at home and from 

abroad. 

https://coinmarketcap.com/
https://www.fcoin.com/
https://coinmarketcap.com/rankings/exchanges/
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↓↓The official website of FCoinJP↓↓ 

https://www.fcoin.com/ 

 

 

The collaboration between “cryptomall” with its strength in the product line up of only 

genuine items, and “FCoinJP” with a unique system unfound in other cryptocurrency 

exchanges will create significant synergy effects and provide further values to the users of 

services of both companies. With this belief the two companies agreed to the collaboration 

agreement of this time. 

 

 

 

Future outlook 

 

Through this partnership, we will work to make effective use of the assets owned by both 

companies and aim to realize the effects of the business partnership as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

Agout FcoinJP 

 

Cryptocurrency Exchange: FCoin 

Official website: https://www.fcoin.com/ 

 

Cryptocurrency Exchange: FCoinJP 

Official website: https://www.fcoinjp.com/ 

 

  

https://www.fcoin.com/
https://www.fcoin.com/
https://www.fcoinjp.com/
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Advantages of FcoinJP 

 

(1) Financial-Market-Level Trading System 

 

FCoinJP has a fast and stable matching engine that supports complex trading orders such 

as GTT (Good Till Time) , GTC (Good ’Til Canceled), FOK (Fill or Kill), and IOC (Immediate 

or Cancel). It can handle 2 million transactions per second. 

 

 

(2) Open and Transparent 

 

DLT technology will allow users to access the trading data within the FCoinJP exchange. 

This will bring a new level of transparency to the space. There have been multiple 

accusations & conspiracy theories that current exchanges fake volume and engage in 

insider trading. DLT tech will help validate or debunk these claims. 

 

 

(3) Community Management 

 

Community-based Autonomous Organization is the reason why FCoinJP has so much hype. 

FCoinJP has a flat management structure, with no CEO/Board of directors. It will be “the first 

autonomous community-based trading platform in the world relying on blockchain 

technology and the concept of ‘Token Economics’”. The white paper alluded that ‘token 

economics’ means the following: 

Managed by a highly replaceable Community Committee 

Every citizen on the ecosystem will be paid in dividends 

FJ holders will be part of operational decisions via smart contracts 

FJ holders can participate on the committee election. 

80% of FCoinJP revenue will be distributed back to the holders on a daily basis. 
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About “cryptomall” 

 

"cryptomall" is a social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall, with 

more than 1 million products on its mall. 

 

↓↓Click here to visit "cryptomall"↓↓ 

https://crypto-mall.org/ 

 

 

 

Inquiry 

 

◇ Inquiry form 

https://crypto-mall.org/contact 

 

◇ Inquiry by email: 

support@crypto-mall.org 

 

◇ Operating site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/ 

 

◇ To cryptocurrency issuers and those who can introduce cryptocurrency issuers:  

Please access the following site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance 

 

※ With regard to business alliances, we will make decisions based on careful 

examinations. Please note that there may be cases we decline the alliance depending 

on examination results. 

https://crypto-mall.org/
https://crypto-mall.org/contact
mailto:support@crypto-mall.org
https://crypto-mall.org/
https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance

